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Recently, a class of tensor networks called isometric tensor network states (isoTNS) was proposed
which generalizes the canonical form of matrix product states to tensor networks in higher dimen-
sions. While this ansatz allows for efficient numerical computations, it remained unclear which
phases admit an isoTNS representation. In this work, we show that two-dimensional string-net
liquids, which represent a wide variety of topological phases including discrete gauge theories, ad-
mit an exact isoTNS representation. We further show that the isometric form can be preserved
after applying a finite depth local quantum circuit. Taken together, these results show that long-
range entanglement by itself is not an obstruction to isoTNS representation and suggest that all
two-dimensional gapped phases with gappable edges admit an isoTNS representation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A central challenge in quantum many-body physics is
to accurately and efficiently represent wavefunctions and
evaluate expectation values of observables and correla-
tion functions. The matrix product state (MPS) ansatz
has proven to be a computationally efficient and accu-
rate way of representing ground states of many Hamilto-
nians in 1D. The remarkable success of this ansatz can
be attributed to three key features. First, ground states
of gapped Hamiltonians in 1D exhibit a so-called “area
law” entanglement entropy, a property which is built into
the variational class of MPS with finite bond dimension
[1, 2]. Second, by exploiting a gauge freedom inherent
to tensor network representations of many-body states,
MPS can be put in a canonical form that allows for an
efficient calculation of expectation values of local opera-
tors. Third, there exist algorithms such as the Density
Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) [3, 4], Time-
Evolving Block Decimation (TEBD) [5, 6] and the Time-
Dependent Variational Principle (TDVP) [7], which can
efficiently explore the MPS manifold and optimize the
variational parameters contained in the local tensors that
generate the ground state ansatz [8].
Tensor networks for systems in higher dimensions have
been studied, such as Projected Entangled Pair States
(PEPS) [9, 10]. However, without a canonical form, ten-
sor contraction of a general network is #P-hard [11].
Consequently, evaluating reduced density matrices is ei-
ther costly or can only be done approximately using e.g.
the corner transfer matrix [9, 12–15] and boundary MPS
methods [10, 15, 16], or the tensor renormalization ap-
proach [17–20].
Recently, subclasses of 2D tensor networks, motivated
by the canonical form for MPS, have been proposed
[21, 22]. The “isometric tensor network state” (isoTNS)
defined in Ref. [21] generalizes the isometry conditions of
the canonical form of MPS to higher dimensional ten-
sor networks and generalizes the orthogonality center
to an orthogonality hypersurface (see App. A for de-
tails). As a result, computations in this ansatz are sig-
nificantly faster than in unconstrained tensor networks.
The cost of the full-update, for example, is reduced from
O(χ12) → O(χ6) [13], where χ is the dimension of the
tensors. However, as isoTNS are a restricted subclass
of PEPS, it remains unclear what quantum phases they
can accurately represent. It is crucial to understand
this point because if there is a property common among
ground states of interest which forbids their representa-
tion as an isoTNS, then tensor network calculations will
remain biased even as the bond dimension increases.
In this paper, we pursue this line of investigation by
characterizing the representative power of the isoTNS
ansatz. We first find numerically that a family of states
in the toric code phase can be represented by an isoTNS.
Motivated by this result, we then prove analytically that
the string-net liquid states introduced in Ref. [23] admit
exact isoTNS representations with finite bond dimension,
and further show that states generated from these fixed-
point wavefunctions by finite-depth quantum circuits also
admit exact isoTNS descriptions. More specifically we
prove that:
1. For every string-net liquid model as defined in [23]
and generalized in [24], there exists an exact repre-
sentation of the fixed-point ground state wavefunc-
tion as an isoTNS with finite bond dimension, such
that the orthogonality hypersurface may be placed
anywhere.
2. All wavefunctions which may be transformed to
string-net liquid fixed points by local unitary cir-
cuits of finite depth also admit exact isoTNS rep-
resentations of finite bond dimension.
The states generated by finite-depth circuits acting on
string-net wavefunctions include a large class of 2D quan-
tum phases, including (but not limited to) all bosonic
abelian topological orders with gappable edges [24]. It
is widely believed (though to our knowledge not proven)
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2that all bosonic gapped phases with a gappable edge have
a string-net representation. Taken together, these re-
sults show that long-range entanglement does not form
an obstruction for isoTNS representations, and suggest
that the ground states of gapped Hamiltonians with gap-
pable edges can be efficiently represented as an isoTNS
Note, however, that this result does not include phases
with chiral topological order, such as the integer quan-
tum Hall effect or Laughlin states, which feature gapless
chiral edge states. This is consistent with the folklore
that tensor networks with exponentially decaying cor-
relations cannot represent states with chiral topological
order [25, 26]. More generally, it does not include models
with ungappable edges, which need not be chiral [27].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
review the motivation and definition of the isoTNS ansatz
and refer to App. A for more details and review of graph-
ical notation. In Sec. III we numerically show that a fam-
ily of states in the toric code phase, which has topological
order, can be efficiently represented using isoTNS ansatz.
In Sec. IV we state a standard definition of the string-net
liquid wavefunction in terms of F -symbols and review its
tensor network representation. Those who are more in-
terested in the physical implications and not in the tech-
nical details can stop at this section and skip ahead to
the conclusion. In Sec. V we construct a new string-net
tensor network which satisfies the local isometry condi-
tions of the isoTNS ansatz. As explained further be-
low, the main problem involves promoting the unitarity
of the F -symbols in restricted subspaces to an isometry
in the relevant ancilla space of a single tensor. The main
technical tools used are a method for placing the fusion
constraints along the orthogonality hypersurface and a
diagrammatic notation to help show that the the tensors
satisfy the isometry criteria and that the resulting wave-
function is unchanged. In Sec. VI we build on this result
to show that all states which may be transformed in the
string-net liquid fixed points by local unitary circuits of
finite depth also admit exact isoTNS representations of
finite bond dimension. The main observation used is that
by applying a coarse-graining and fine-graining transfor-
mation on the tensors, one can restore any isometry con-
dition after application of a unitary operation. Finally,
we conclude with speculation about the implications of
this result as well as future directions and open questions.
The Appendices in this paper collect the notations, con-
structions, and identities relevant for this work as well as
technical details and examples.
II. ISOMETRIC TENSOR NETWORK STATES
The isoTNS ansatz is a subclass of tensor network
states satisfying particular isometry constraints that al-
low for efficient computation of expectation values of ob-
servables. This ansatz lifts the concept of “canonical
forms” used for MPS to tensor networks of higher dimen-
sion. Readers unfamiliar with MPS may consult App. A
T ivαβγε = α
β iv
γ
ε
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. (a) Rank-5 bulk tensor. (b) PEPS ansatz. Lines
connecting tensors indicate contractions along ancilla indices.
The entire tensor network forms a large tensor with only
physical indices uncontracted, represented in the text as
C({T ivαβγε}).
for a more detailed account of the connection between
isoTNS and MPS.
We now review the terminology, define the PEPS
ansatz, and state the isometry constraints that define
the isoTNS ansatz for 2D states.
We consider a square lattice of dimensions Lx × Ly
with open boundary conditions. Each vertex v is ad-
dressed by row/column coordinates (r, c) and carries a
physical degree of freedom with Hilbert space dimension
d. Next, each vertex in the bulk (2 ≤ r ≤ Ly − 1,
2 ≤ c ≤ Lx − 1) has associated to it a rank-5 ten-
sor T ivαβγε where iv is referred to as a “physical index”
(0 ≤ iv ≤ d− 1) and α, β, γ, ε are referred to as “ancilla
indices” 1 ≤ α, β, γ, ε ≤ χ where χ is referred to as the
“bond dimension”. Tensors along the edge of the lattice
are similarly denoted and are generally rank-4 or rank-
3 (corners). Graphically, tensors are indicated by solid
shapes with lines emerging for each index as in Fig. 1 (a).
Lines which connect two tensors indicate contraction of
the two tensors along a particular index. Tensors are
arranged and connected as in Fig. 1 (b) to form the ten-
sor network, where the tensor at each site is contracted
with those of its nearest neighbors along ancilla indices,
leaving only the physical index uncontracted.
The resulting tensor network defines the wavefunction
as follows:
|ψ〉 =
∑
~i
C({T ivαβγε})|~i〉 (1)
where {T ivαβγε} indicates the set of tensors associated to
the vertices, and C indicates tensor contraction accord-
ing to the network. This construction defines the un-
constrained PEPS ansatz for quantum many-body wave-
functions.
We now impose so-called isometry constraints to ob-
tain a subclass which we refer to as the 2D isoTNS ansatz.
A tensor T ivαβγε as in Fig. 1 (a) may be viewed as a map
from a tensor product of three Hilbert spaces associated
to the indices iv, α, β of dimensions d, χ, and χ, respec-
tively, to a tensor product of two Hilbert spaces associ-
ated to the indices γ, ε, both of dimension χ. T ivαβγε is an
isometry from the Hilbert space of iv, α, β to the Hilbert
3space of γ, ε if
(T ivαβγ′ε′)
∗T ivαβγε = δγ,γ′δε,ε′ (2)
where repeated indices are implicitly summed. Graphi-
cally, this condition is denoted by placing incoming (out-
going) arrows on the lines corresponding to the α, β (γ, ε)
indices. The line for the physical index iv always has an
incoming arrow which is omitted for visual clarity.
An isometric representation of the tensor network is
defined by choosing a row and column of Lx + Ly − 1
tensors, which we refer to as an “orthogonality hypersur-
face”, and demanding that all tensors not on the orthog-
onality hypersurface are isometric with two outgoing legs
pointing to the chosen row and column (row 5, column
4 in Fig. 2). The entire orthogonality hypersurface is
then connected to the remainder of the network only by
incoming arrows. The orthogonality hypersurface itself
has one tensor with only incoming arrows, which we refer
to as the “orthogonality center”.
The key point is that the orthogonality hypersur-
face divides the lattice into four regions, such that the
tensor network within each region is an isometry from
the region to the ancilla space of the orthogonality hy-
persurface. Put differently the orthogonality hypersur-
face is the boundary between different isometry direc-
tions. This constraint ensures that in order to eval-
uate the expectation value of an observable supported
on the orthogonality hypersurface, one need not explic-
itly or approximately contract tensors off the orthogo-
nality hypersurface—the isometry conditions guarantee
that such contractions yield the identity. The 2D isoTNS
ansatz is then defined by demanding that for all choices
of row and column, such an isometric representation of
the wavefunction exists.
These isometry conditions generalize the canonical
forms of MPS described in App. A which similarly admit
efficient evaluation of observables. Indeed, the orthogo-
nality hypersurface in 2D isoTNS itself may be viewed
as an MPS with physical dimension dχ2 which can be
put in mixed-canonical form to create an orthogonality
center as in Fig. 2. The orthogonality center can then be
moved throughout the orthogonality hypersurface as in
MPS.
Of course, it is also necessary that, as with the orthog-
onality center in the 1D MPS ansatz, one needs to be
able to move the orthogonality hypersurface around effi-
ciently. This point is discussed further in Ref. [21]. Un-
like in the case of MPS, however, it is not yet understood
what quantum phases may be represented exactly or even
approximately by this ansatz. In this work, we show that
string-net liquids and states which may be transformed
into them by quantum circuits of finite depth can be rep-
resented exactly as an isoTNS.
FIG. 2. 2D Isometric Tensor Network. Each tensor has an
uncontracted physical index with an implicit incoming arrow.
The orthogonality hypersurface is formed by the tensors in
highlighted in row 5 and in column 4. The orthogonality cen-
ter is the tensor marked red at the intersection of the row
and column. The orthogonality hypersurface divides the lat-
tice into four bulk regions. The isometry conditions imposed
imply that the tensor formed by contracting all internal in-
dices in each bulk subregion is an isometry from the physical
indices in the bulk to the ancilla indices in the orthogonality
hypersurface.
III. NUMERICS
We motivate the study of string-net liquids as isometric
tensor networks with a numerical calculation of a well-
studied example, the toric code on a square lattice [28]. A
spin-1/2 degree of freedom, labeled by |0〉, |1〉 (up/down
spins in the z basis), is assigned to each edge of the lat-
tice. The Hamiltonian reads
H = −
∑
s
As −
∑
p
Bp
As =
∏
i∈s
σzi , Bp =
∏
i∈p
σxi
(3)
where σx and σz are Pauli matrices. The first sum is over
products of four spins on “stars” (four spins adjacent to
a vertex) and the second sum is over products of spins
on “plaquettes” on the lattice. This model is exactly
solvable, and its ground state exhibits Z2 topological or-
der. See Ref. [28] for details regarding the ground state
wavefunctions.
The ground state of the toric code can be represented
exactly as a PEPS with a bond dimension χ = 2. To
see this, we first double the local Hilbert space on each
edge and take |i〉 → |ii〉 in the z basis as illustrated in
Fig. 3(a). We then associate to each vertex the local
4(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG. 3. (a) PEPS representation of the toric code state.
(b) Correlation length as extracted from the transfer matrix
of the boundary MPS [16] of the perturbed toric code state.
(c) Error density as function of the linear system size for an
isoTNS using a bond dimension χ = 4 and a zero-column
state (an orthogonality hypersurface without physical indices
used for the compression, see Ref. [21] for details) with bond
dimension η = 12.
Hilbert space of the four nearest spins. As in Fig. 1,
we assign a tensor T to each vertex but now with four
physical indices (i, j, k, l) corresponding to the states of
the four spins and four ancilla indices (α, β, γ, δ). We
define x = i+ j + k + l, and choose T such that
T ijklαβγδ =
{
δi,αδj,βδk,γδl,δ if x = 0 mod 2
0 otherwise.
(4)
The state that results after the contraction of the PEPS
is the ground state of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.
In the following, we consider a generalization of the
PEPS introduced above, motivated by the physics of a
toric code in the presence of a magnetic field. Note that
the only non-zero element in a PEPS of a completely po-
larized state in z-direction is T 00000000 = 1, and all other
elements are zero. Although the actual ground state of
the toric code in a finite field does not have a simple
PEPS representation, we can construct a PEPS interpo-
lating between the two fix point states, parameterized by
a value g [29]:
T ijklαβγδ(g) =
{
gx/2δi,αδj,βδk,γδl,δ if x = 0 mod 2
0 otherwise
(5)
This state exhibits a phase transition between the
topologically trivial (g < g∗) and the Z2 topologically
ordered (g > g∗) phase at a critical point g∗ where the
correlation length diverges as shown in Fig. 3 (b). We
will now use this family of PEPS to investigate the rep-
resentability of general states in terms of isoTNS.
For a system with open boundary conditions, we
choose the boundary spins (the outermost spins in Fig. 3
(a)) to be polarized in x-directions. This corresponds to
the rough boundary condition, as defined in Ref. [30].
With this boundary condition, the PEPS is in an isomet-
ric form for g = 0 and g = 1. Moving away from the fixed
points, however, the PEPS no longer has this property.
An interesting question, then, is whether the state can
still be efficiently approximated by an isoTNS.
We start from the exact χ = 2 PEPS representation,
and sweep right column-by-column to put the state into
isometric form. We do so by using repeated variational
sweeps to maximize the fidelity of the isoTNS. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 3 (c). Away from the critical
point, the error density becomes independent of the sys-
tem size once L  ξ, indicating that the PEPS can be
efficiently represented even in the thermodynamic limit.
Near the critical point, the error density keeps growing as
the system size increases. Note that at g = 0 and g = 1,
the algorithm finds perfect overlap which we do not show
here.
These numerical results suggest that phases with topo-
logical order may be captured by the isoTNS ansatz.
In the remainder of this paper, we use the framework
of string-net liquids and finite-depth circuits to make
this statement precise, and rigorously prove that a wide
class of topologically ordered states can be represented
by isoTNS ansatz.
IV. STRING-NET WAVEFUNCTION
String-net models are exactly solvable lattice models,
whose ground state wavefunctions can be thought of as
fixed-point wavefunctions of topological phases of mat-
ter. They provide concrete lattice realizations of various
topological phases, and are therefore suitable for under-
standing the ability of isoTNS to represent topological
phases.
A 2D string-net wavefunction is defined on a triva-
lent lattice where degrees of freedom live on the edges
of the lattice (Fig. 4 (a)). The local Hilbert space is
spanned by N + 1 basis states i = 0, 1, ..., N that corre-
spond to “string types”, each associated with a positive
number di > 0 known as that string type’s quantum di-
mension. The strings are allowed to “branch” according
to “branching rules” or “fusion constraints” δijk which is
1 if string types ijk can meet at a vertex and 0 otherwise.
The ground state wavefunction is characterized by a set
of graphical rules relating different string configurations.
A central object in that graphical rule is a six-index ten-
sor called the F -symbol, denoted F ijmkln , which satisfies
certain compatibility requirements. Given F -symbols
and string types, we can construct an exactly solvable
5(a) (b)
FIG. 4. (a) Honeycomb lattice on which string-net liquid
wavefunction is defined. Degrees of freedom are represented
by empty circles. Solid line represents the bulk and dashed
line represents edge of the system. The construction for the
wavefunction and a PEPS representation is given in App. B.
(b) Schematic representation of the PEPS for the same hon-
eycomb lattice. Internal loops correspond to auxiliary degrees
of freedom, while open lines correspond to physical degrees of
freedom. The triangles represent tensors as defined in Eq. 7
and the unit cell is denoted by dashed lines. Black and white
dots, boundary conditions etc. are omitted for simplicity.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the four isometry direc-
tions for the unit cell of a honeycomb lattice. Arrows indicate
the isometry directions.
projector Hamiltonian, the ground states of which sat-
isfy the graphical rules (see App. B for a more complete
treatment of string-net liquid and F -symbols).
It has been shown that the string-net ground state
wavefunctions have an exact tensor network representa-
tion defined in terms of F -symbols [31, 32]. The tensor
network is easiest to depict after doubling the degrees of
freedom on edges such that each vertex has three physical
degrees of freedom associated to it. The network is de-
picted schematically in Fig. 4 (b) where tensors on upper
(lower) sublattice are depicted by solid triangles pointing
up (down).
The precise tensor network depends on a choice of
branching structure, but one particularly simple repre-
sentation can be obtained by using only two types of
tensors in the bulk of the honeycomb lattice, such that
all bulk tensors on a given sublattice are the same. The
bulk tensor for the upper sublattice sites is given by the
following:
i′ j′
k′
i j
k
α
α′
β′ β
γ
γ′
=
δαα′δββ′δγγ′
δii′δjj′δkk′
√
vivj
vk
F iα
∗β
γjk (6)
where vi = (F
ii∗0
ii∗0 )
−1/2 and we have introduced graphical
notations for Kronecker delta and factors of
√
vi on the
LHS (see Fig. 7). The vi’s satisfy vi × v∗i = di, and in
the remainder of the text we will loosely refer to these
as factors of quantum dimension. Each leg of the tensor
takes N + 1 possible values, corresponding to the num-
ber of string types. The indices i′, j′, k′ label the three
physical degrees of freedom, while the remaining indices
label the ancilla legs. The grey triangle represents the F -
symbol and the red legs indicate unitary legs as discussed
in Eq. 10.
We note that even though the tensor has twelve in-
dices, for brevity we sometimes write these tensors with
six indices, making the Kronecker deltas, like those in
Eq. 6, implicit. With this convention, the tensors for two
sublattices are given by the following:
i′ j′
k′
i j
k
α
α′
β′ β
γ
γ′
=
√
vivj
vk
F iα
∗β
γjk (upper)
α
α′ k
k′
γ
γ′
σ′ σ
l
l′ m′
m
=
√
vlvm
vk
(F lα
∗σ
γmk )
∗ (lower)
(7)
This gives us the tensors in the bulk. However, edge
tensors, the outermost tensors directly connected to the
open indices on the edges and corners of the system, take
different forms. Further details on the tensor network
construction of string-net ground states, including how
to construct the edge tensors, are given in App. B.
Although we have defined isoTNS ansatz only for
square lattice in Sec. II, the honeycomb lattice can be
thought of as a square lattice if we consider the unit cell
as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Each unit cell has four neighbor-
ing unit cells, and therefore the honeycomb lattice can
6be mapped to a square lattice. The tensor for the unit
cell (“unit cell tensor”) can be constructed by putting the
tensors for upper and lower sublattices together (Fig. 9
(e)). As in Fig. 2, there are four isometry directions for
the unit cell tensor, which we label (a-d) in Fig. 5. We
will use this labeling for isometry directions throughout
the main text (Figs. 9, 11,12).
Our present work shows that the string-net unit cell
tensors can be put in an isometric form by exploiting
tetrahedral symmetries of the F -symbols and gauge re-
dundancies in the tensor network description.
V. TRANSFORMING STRING-NET TENSORS
INTO ISOMETRIC TENSORS
In this section, we construct an isometric form for the
string-net tensors. The main strategy, which is outlined
by a sequence of figures, is as follows. We will use the
ability to rewrite the tensors using tetrahedral symmetry
(Fig. 6) as well as the ability to perform gauge trans-
formations in order to put the tensors in a desired form
(Figs. 8 and 9). Then, we will “strip off” some of the fu-
sion constraints attached to F -symbols (Figs. 10 and 11)
and place them all at the orthogonality center (Fig. 12).
With the help of a graphical notation, we can show these
tensors are isometric and equivalent to the original ten-
sor network (Figs. 13 and 14). Finally, in App. F, we
demonstrate that these isometric tensors provide an easy
method for calculating the entanglement spectrum.
Note that the proof in main text covers string-net liq-
uid as defined in [23]. Its generalizations as defined in
[24] need a different treatment, as discussed in App. E.
A. F -symbol identities
We briefly summarize some properties of the F -
symbols that are necessary for constructing the new ten-
sors and proving their isometry. We show in App. B that
these properties are satisfied by isotopy-invariant string-
nets. First, F -symbols satisfy so-called “branching rules”
or “fusion constraints”:
F iα
∗β
γjk = F
iα∗β
γjk δiα∗βδjβ∗γδkγ∗αδijk (8)
Next, as a result of tetrahedral symmetries, the F -
symbols satisfy the following equalities:
√
vivj
vk
F iα
∗β
γjk =
√
vkvi
vj
vβ
vα
F kγ
∗α
βij =
√
vjvk
vi
vβ
vγ
F jβ
∗γ
αki (9)
This allows us to write the expression in Eq. 7 in different
ways. Graphically, we observe Fig. 6 (a) and (c) are the
same tensors as Fig. 6 (b) and (d) thanks to Eq. 9. In
the remainder, we will refer to the former form of tensors
as “the first form” and the latter forms of tensors as “the
second form”. The second form has different factors of
quantum dimensions, and its indices for F -symbols are
permuted from that for the first form.
Next, the string-net F -symbols are unitary matrices
when restricted to the subspace satisfying fusion con-
straints:
N∑
k=0
(F iα
∗β
γjk )
∗F iα
∗β′
γjk = δβ,β′δiα∗βδjβ∗γ (10)
We call the indices β, k “unitary indices” and correspond-
ing legs for the tensor “unitary legs”. Unitary legs are
indicated by red in graphical notation (Fig. 6 (a), (c)).
Note that the unitary legs change when we rewrite the
tensors using tetrahedral symmetry (Fig, 6 (b), (d)).
This unitarity property will be the starting point of our
construction.
Finally, the quantum dimensions are given by di = |vi|2
and satisfy the following relation:
∑
k
δijk∗dk = didj (11)
B. Gauge transformations
The unit cell tensor given in Fig. 9 (e), is not a unique
choice, since we can perform gauge transformations. A
particular choice of gauge transformations is multiplica-
tion by
√
vα (or its inverse). We can use this to change
factors of
√
vα for each unit cell tensor. Graphically, this
can be represented by moving black (white) dots along
solid lines and canceling them with each other when nec-
essary. We can do a similar graphical manipulation with-
ing a unit cell to move black (white) dots on solid lines
to simplify the tensor. Since each solid line represents a
Kronecker delta, this does not change the unit cell tensor.
We utilize these operations, as well as tetrahedral sym-
metry (Eq. 9) to change the unit cell tensor as in Fig. 8.
We subsequently observe that one of the Kronecker deltas
on each inner loop is redundant, and cut one leg at the
top right/bottom left (indicated by dashed line). This
ensures that the value of the top-right/bottom-left index
does not depend on the value of bottom-right index. This
results in the tensors in Fig. 9.
C. Isometry and Orthogonality Center
Four tensors (a-d) in Fig. 9 are almost in an isomet-
ric form for isometry directions indicated by arrows. To
see this, we perform the tensor contraction and use the
unitarity in a subspace (Eq. 10) to evaluate the resulting
tensor. The detail of this procedure is omitted, since it is
similar to the procedure for contraction of the isometric
counterpart, which we will describe in detail in Fig. 14.
7i′ j′
k′
i j
k
α
α′
β′ β
γ
γ′
=
√√√√√
vivj
vk
F
iα∗β
γjk
i′ j′
k′
i j
k
α
α′
β′ β
γ
γ′
=
√√√√√
vjvk
vi
vβ
vγ
F
jβ∗γ
αki
=
√√√√vlvm
vk

F lα
∗σ
γmk


∗
α
α′ k
k′
γ
γ′
σ′ σ
l
l′ m
′
m
=
√√√√vlvk
vm
vσ
vα

F
kγ∗α
σlm


∗
α
α′ k
k′
γ
γ′
σ′ σ
l
l′ m
′
m
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 6. Graphical notation for string-net tensors. The Kronecker deltas that come with solid lines are suppressed. Black
triangles shows the unitary direction and red lines indicate unitary legs. Tensors (a) and (c) represent the original “first form”
tensors in Eq. 7. Tensors (b) and (d) are the “second form” tensors, obtained using Eq. 9.
α α′
α α′
α α′
δα,α′
√
vαδα,α′
1√
vα
δα,α′
α
i
α′
i
′
β β′
δα,α′δβ,β′δi,i′δiβ∗α
FIG. 7. Some graphical notations used throughout the text.
The light gray box for the fusion constraint indicates the other
two indices fuse to the gray index.
Due to the fusion constraints (Eq. 8), the result of the
contraction is not an identity, but rather a projector into
a subspace that satisfies those fusion constraints. In or-
der to transform this to an isometric form, we need to
remove those constraints. We define the “A-symbols” by
“stripping off” the fusion constraints from the F -symbols.
This can be achieved by lifting the unitarity of F -symbols
in a constrained subspace (Eq. 10) to the full space. We
therefore demand the six-index A-symbols satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions:
F ijmkln = A
ijm
kln δijmδklm∗
N∑
n=0
(Aijmkln )
∗Aijm
′
kln = δm,m′
(12)
We show in App. D that for each set of F -symbols, we
can always construct such A-symbols (this construction
is not unique). To distinguish between tensors defined
in terms of F -symbols and those defined in terms of A-
symbols, we introduce the following terminology. We call
the counterpart to the 12-index F -symbol tensor the 12-
index A-symbol tensor depicted in Fig. 10 (a). The PEPS
tensors built from F -symbols will be referred to as “con-
strained” PEPS tensors (Fig. 9 (a-d)) while those built
from A-symbols will be referred to as “full-rank” PEPS
tensors (Fig. 11).
The relations in Eq. 12, drawn in terms of the A-
symbol tensor, are shown graphically in Fig. 10 (b), (c),
where we again use red to indicate unitary indices. We
can graphically see the A-symbol tensor is an isometry
from two incoming legs to one outgoing leg (Fig. 10 (c)).
In terms of these newly defined tensors, the isometric
forms for string-net tensors outside of the orthogonality
hypersurface are given as in Fig. 11. The orthogonality
hypersurface is shown in Fig. 12. As in Fig. 2, tensors
outside of the orthogonality hypersurface are isometry
from two incoming legs to two outgoing legs, while ten-
sors inside the orthogonality hypersurface are isometry
from three incoming legs to one outgoing leg.
In order to see that this tensor network, defined in
terms of full-rank PEPS tensors, is the same as the orig-
inal tensor network, observe that full-rank PEPS tensors
become the constrained PEPS tensors when they are con-
tracted with constrained tensors on outgoing legs (Fig. 13
(a),(c)). We can start this contraction at the orthogonal-
ity center and then work our way across the entire net-
work to convert all tensors to the original, constrained
tensors (Fig. 13 (e)).
D. Proof of isometry
Let us prove the four tensors defined in Fig. 11 are in-
deed isometries. We will focus on one isometry direction,
namely tensor (a) in Fig. 11. The proof for other direc-
tions and tensors inside the orthogonality hypersurface
are done similarly. The main strategy is to use the isom-
etry of the A-symbol tensor as described in Fig. 10 (c).
The contraction process is best described using graphical
methods, as described in Fig. 14.
The only nontrivial part of the contraction is the eval-
uation of the inner loops that appear in Fig. 14 (c), which
boils down to evaluating the following sum where σ la-
bels the bottom bond and α, l label the inner loops as in
8(a) (b)
(c)
(d) (e)
FIG. 8. Illustration of different forms of the PEPS tensor
and application of gauge transformation. Arrows indicate the
order of the steps. (a) The PEPS in terms of the original
tensors in Eq. 7. (b) The PEPS in terms of one tensor in
the second form (b) and one tensor in the first form (c) per
unit cell from Fig. 6. (c) Cancellation of factors of
√
vα. (d)
Moving factors of
√
vα and removal of redundant Kronecker
delta on a loop to produce tensor (a) in Fig. 9. (e) Same
procedure to produce tensor (b) in Fig. 9. Dashed lines are
visual aid for removed legs.
the figure:
∑
α,l
dαdlδαlσ∗ =
(∑
α
d2α
)
dσ = Ddσ (13)
where we used Eq. 11 and defined D = ∑k d2k, the total
quantum dimension. This factor of dσ cancels with the
(e)(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 9. Five tensors that can be transformed to each other
by gauge transformations. Examples of these transformations
are depicted in Fig. 8. (a-d) Tensors after gauge transforma-
tions and removing a redundant Kronecker delta. See Fig. 11
for their isometric counterparts. (e) The original tensor, as in
Fig. 8.
i j
k
α
α′
β′ β
γ
γ′
= A
jβ∗γ
αki
(a)
(c)
=*
= =
(b)
FIG. 10. Graphical notations for the A-symbol tensor. (a)
Graphical notation for the A-symbol tensor. Red legs la-
bel unitary indices. The black triangle is a reminder that
this tensor is an isometry from top-left legs (labeled α, i, β′)
and physical legs (labeling suppressed) to the top-right legs
(β, j, γ) and bottom legs (α′, k, γ′). (b) When acted by fusion
constraints on outgoing legs, the A-symbol tensor become the
F -symbol tensor. The second equality follows from Eq. 8. (c)
Graphical representation of unitarity. When the A-symbol
tensor is contracted with its complex conjugate on the in-
coming red unitary leg, it gives a Kronecker delta for the
other unitary leg. Empty circles are there for visual clarity,
but they do not have any tensor content. By connecting the
remaining top-left legs and physical legs, it is easy to see this
implies isometry. Note that in order to contract the unitary
leg, we need to contract one ancilla index (connected by a
line) and one physical index (represented by crosses).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 11. Four isometric tensors built from full-rank tensors.
Isometry directions for the tensors are indicated by arrows.
Dashed lines serve as an visual aid to indicate removed legs.
These isometric tensors (a)-(d) are obtained by “stripping off”
fusion constaints from tensors (a)-(d) in Fig. 9.
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(b)
(c)
(d)
FIG. 12. Orthogonality hypersurface and orthogonality cen-
ter. Dot-dashed lines separate the orthogonality hypersurface
from the rest of the network. The four bulk regions are la-
beled (a-d), corresponding to four isometric tensors defined
in Fig. 11. The fusion constraints on the dot-dashed lines live
inside the orthogonality hypersurface. Tensors outside of the
orthogonality hypersurface are isometry from two incoming
legs to two outgoing legs, while tensors inside the orthogo-
nality hypersurface, except for the orthogonality center, are
isometry from three incoming legs to one outgoing leg. These
tensors are correct even at the outermost edge i.e. the edge
tensors carry no extra factors of vi.
inverse factors of dσ attached to outgoing legs, and in the
end we get an identity for outgoing legs. This completes
the proof that the tensors are indeed isometries.
VI. FINITE DEPTH CIRCUIT
In Sec. III, it was found that the PEPS obtained by
perturbing the exact toric code tensors could also be ap-
proximated by an isoTNS of finite bond dimension. We
now show that the existence of an isoTNS representa-
tions of wavefunctions with long-range entanglement is
not just a feature of the special fixed-point string-net liq-
uids. Indeed, any state which may be transformed into
a fixed-point by a local unitary quantum circuit of finite
depth may be represented exactly by an isoTNS of finite
bond dimension. Transformation by a quantum circuit is
commonly regarded as a valid approximation to adiabatic
evolution under a local, gapped Hamiltonian. We make a
version of this statement precise in Theorem 1 in App. G
by carefully translating continuous quasi-adiabatic evo-
lution as defined in Ref. [33] into a circuit of finite-depth
and examining local observables.
First, we define some terminology pertaining to fea-
tures of a quantum circuit. We then use Figs. 15 and 16
to present a sequence of transformations used to preserve
the isometric form of the tensor network after unitary op-
erations are applied to the physical degrees of freedom.
Finally, we calculate the increase in the bond dimen-
sion after application of a finite-depth circuit and these
isometry-maintaining transformations.
A unitary operator U is k-local if it may be writ-
ten as U = U1 ⊗ U2 . . . where supp(Ui) consists of
k geometrically local physical degrees of freedom and
supp(Ui) ∩ supp(Uj) = ∅ if i 6= j. A quantum circuit
Uc is k-local with depth d if it may be written as a prod-
uct Uc = U
(d)U (d−1) . . . U (1) where each U (i) is k-local
and does not necessarily commute with the other U (i).
To apply a k-local unitary and maintain the isomet-
ric form, we first perform a “coarse-graining” transfor-
mation, apply the unitary, and then perform a “fine-
graining” transformation. To illustrate these transfor-
mations, we use as an example a 4-local, depth-1 circuit
in which each local unitary U is supported on four physi-
cal degrees of freedom organized as shown in Fig. 15. We
depict these transformations for one of the local unitaries
graphically in Fig. 16, keeping in mind that this trans-
formation occurs for each U in the circuit. We first per-
form the coarse-graining transformation by contracting
the ancilla indices connecting the four tensors associated
to the support of U (Fig. 16 (a)). This produces a single
tensor with physical dimension d4 and bond dimension
χ2 (Fig. 16 (b)). Applying the unitary on the physical
indices of the coarse-grained tensor preserves its isome-
tries. Finally, we perform a fine-graining transformation
to split the coarse-grained tensor back into four tensors,
each with physical index of dimension d. There are dif-
ferent ways to construct the new tensors, but a particu-
larly simple choice is to re-group the physical indices of
a site with other incoming indices, incurring a cost that
depends on the range of the unitary (Fig. 16(c)). As illus-
trated, the resulting tensors do not have the same bond
dimension.
We now consider the increase in the bond dimension
due to a circuit of depth D. For example, in an MPS
with physical Hilbert space dimension d and bond di-
mension χ, each unitary of a depth-1 k-local quantum
circuit increases the bond dimension χ → χdk−1. Con-
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FIG. 13. Fusion constraints at the orthogonality center and orthogonality hypersurface propagate through the network via
Eq. 12. See also Fig. 10 (b) for graphical notation. We omit factors of quantum dimensions for simplicity. (a) Full-rank PEPS
tensor in the orthogonality hypersurface becomes constrained PEPS tensor when it is attached to the orthogonality center.
(b) Schematic representation of (a) where the square tensors labeled by F (C) represent the full-rank (constrained) PEPS
tensors. (c) Full-rank PEPS tensors outside of the orthogonality hypersurface become constrained tensors when attached to
the orthogonality hypersurface. (d) Schematic representation of (c). (e) Using the schematic notation in (b) and (d), we can
see how constrained PEPS tensors ‘propagate’ from the orthogonality center all the way to the edge.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
D
*
* *
α
l
σ
FIG. 14. We contract the isometric tensor and its complex
conjugate to show it is indeed isometry. We first use unitarity
of the top tensor by contracting red unitary legs (a). After
contracting physical legs, this will give a Kronecker delta for
the top two legs (b). Contraction of the red unitary legs
for the bottom tensor likewise produces Kronecker deltas (c).
Finally, we evaluate the inner loops in (c) that carry vα×v∗α =
dα, as in the main text. The result is figure (d), which is an
identity tensor times D =∑k d2k.
U U U
U U U
U U U
FIG. 15. Example of a local unitary quantum circuit of depth
1 acting on the physical Hilbert space of a 2D isoTNS.
tinuing with the 2D example in Figs. 15 and 16, each
layer increases the bond dimension χ→ χ2d2. Although
the bond dimension is not uniform across the circuit, we
consider the worst case increase. If subsequent layers of a
depth-D circuit in Fig. 15 have similar geometry, then the
bond dimension increases as χ → (χ2d2)D, independent
of system size. For different k-local circuit geometries,
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(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 16. Coarse-graining and fine-graining moves. (a) A
local unitary from Fig. 15 acting in the physical Hilbert space.
(b) Coarse-graining transformation. The four internal ancilla
legs and the unitary is now effectively a one-site operation,
where the tensor now has physical dimension d4. (c) Fine-
graining transformation. After the unitary is applied, the
coarse-grained tensor is split and the original locations of the
physical indices is restored. Dashed gray legs indicate a trivial
ancilla with bond dimension 1. The top-left, top-right, and
bottom-left tensors, denoted by empty circles, consist only of
the Kronecker deltas indicated. The largest cost is incurred
by the right leg, χ→ χ2d2.
the exponential factors will generally differ but the bond
dimension will increase by O(exp(kD)). The preceding
analysis and conclusion therefore proceed similarly.
A subtle point is that it appears that the orthogonality
hypersurface may not be exactly movable after applying
the circuit. However, because it may be moved exactly
within the fixed-point wavefunction, and the transforma-
tion described above preserves the isometries, the loca-
tion of the orthogonality center will be inherited by the
final state. Therefore, we conclude that all states which
may be transformed into fixed-point string-net liquids
by local quantum circuits of finite depth have exact 2D
isoTNS representations of finite bond dimension.
A common wisdom is that approximating quasiadia-
batic evolution by a finite depth circuit produces good
approximations of local observables. This wisdom is mo-
tivated in a precise way in App. G. In Sec. III, for ex-
ample, a family of perturbations to the fixed-point toric
code tensors was considered. It was found to be well-
approximated by an isoTNS of finite bond dimension.
The context of this section considers a circuit which ap-
proximates the transformation of the ground state of the
exact toric code to the perturbed states, which are in the
same phase. The result of the analysis motivates why
one might expect that isoTNS representations exist.
The above bound on the penalty of the bond dimen-
sion is not tight as we have demanded that at each step,
an exact isoTNS representation is retained. In practice,
however, this may not be necessary. However, the anal-
ysis of the relevant approximations required are beyond
the scope of this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
We first showed numerically that a family of states in
the same phase as the toric code can be put in an isomet-
ric form with constant error density. We then showed an-
alytically that the PEPS description of string-net wave-
functions can be exactly put in the form of an isomet-
ric tensor network. Combined with the fact that even
after applying finite depth circuits, isometries may be
preserved (with a constant increase in bond dimension),
these results show that isometric tensors are capable of
representing a variety of interesting topological phases,
including all abelian topological phases with a gappable
edge. There are certain generalizations of string-net liq-
uids [34] that are not covered by our proof, and it is pos-
sible that these, too, have exact isoTNS representations.
We leave the problem of finding their isoTNS represen-
tations to future work.
We make the following comments. Our construction
of isometric string-net tensors relied on defining full-rank
tensors by stripping off fusion constraints from the non-
isometric tensors, and the two tensor networks are not
related by gauge transformations alone. We speculate
that generally, to obtain an equivalent isometric tensor
network from a non-isometric counterpart, we may need
to exploit redundancies besides gauge transformations. It
remains to be seen what the consequences are for numer-
ical algorithms that try to find isoTNS representations.
Finally, while we proved isoTNS descriptions exist, it
remains to be proven that a local algorithm starting from
either a non-isometrized TNS or Hamiltonian can find
them. Furthermore, while we focused on finding exact
isoTNS representations, it is of greater practical rele-
vance to understand how states may be approximated by
the isoTNS ansatz. In particular, we may be interested
in how rapidly local expectation values or the fidelity
converge with the bond dimension. More work on the
algorithms side is required in order to address these is-
sues, but we hope that the analytical results presented
here provide motivation to initiate the required numeri-
cal work.
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Appendix A: Isometric Tensor Network Ansatz
In this Appendix, we motivate and define the isomet-
ric tensor network state (isoTNS) ansatz presented in
Ref. [21] as well as clarify the graphical notation em-
ployed throughout this paper. The isoTNS ansatz gener-
alizes the well-known isometry conditions that have made
the matrix product state (MPS) ansatz an effective nu-
merical tool for studying 1D wavefunctions. See Ref. [4]
for further details on MPS.
The MPS ansatz describes a wavefunction defined on a
1D chain of N sites with open boundary conditions, each
with an associated Hilbert space of dimension d. Each
site a (2 ≤ a ≤ N − 1) has a rank-3 tensor T iaαβ where
the ia is referred to as the “physical” index (0 ≤ ia ≤
d− 1) and α, β are “ancilla” indices 1 ≤ α, β ≤ χ where
χ is referred to as the “bond dimension”. Sites a = 1
and a = N have similarly defined rank-2 tensors. The
wavefunction is defined by
|Ψ〉 =
∑
~i
T i1β1T
i2
β1β2
. . . T iNβN−1 |i1i2 . . . iN 〉 (A1)
where ~i = (i1, i2, . . . iN ), the sum is taken over all vec-
tors in Z⊗Nd , and repeated indices are summed over
(contracted). Graphically, tensors are denoted as solid
shapes, such as circles and triangles as used in the main
text. For each index a line emerges as in Fig. 17. Con-
traction of indices of two tensors is indicated graphically
by joining the lines of the tensors corresponding to those
indices.
This ansatz contains a gauge degree of freedom that al-
lows one to redefine the matrices T without changing the
wavefunction. For example, one can insert any invertible
map V between two adjacent tensors without modifying
the wavefunction.
V −1αβ Vα′β = δα,α′ (A2)
Tensors {T iaαβ} may be redefined as T iaαβ → T iaαγV −1βγ
and T
ia+1
αβ → VαγT ia+1γβ . A tensor is left-isometric if
T ia∗αβ T
ia
αβ′ = δββ′ and right-isometric if T
ia
αβT
ia∗
α′β = δαα′ .
Graphically, a tensor satisfying isometry conditions is de-
noted by placing incoming arrows on indices which are
contracted to obtain the identity in the remaining indices,
denoted by placing outgoing arrows as in Fig. 18.
=
β
β′
β
β′
(a)
βα
ia
(b)
=
α
α′
α
α′
(c)
βα
ia
(d)
FIG. 18. Graphical notation of isometries. (a) Left-isometric
condition for an MPS tensor. (b) Arrow notation for an MPS
tensor indicating that it satisfies condition (a). Physical in-
dices always have an implicit incoming arrow. (c) Right-
isometric condition for an MPS tensor. (d) Arrow notation
for an MPS tensor indicating that it satisfies condition (c).
By suitable gauge transformations, for any site a′, ten-
sors for a < a′ (a > a′) can be placed in left(right)-
isometric form. In that case, we refer to site a′ as the
orthogonality center. This representation allows for effi-
cient computation of expectation values of operators sup-
ported compactly around site a′, as tensors outside the
support need not be contracted explicitly.
Higher dimensional isoTNS ansatzes lift these isome-
try conditions to tensors networks of higher dimensions.
For example, in the 2D generalization depicted in Fig. 2,
the 0-dimensional orthogonality center of the 1D MPS
is now a 1D orthogonality hypersurface, which itself is
an MPS with a 0D orthogonality center. The direction
of the isometries implies that expectation values of op-
erators supported on the orthogonality hypersurface can
be computed without explicitly contracting tensors sup-
ported off the orthogonality hypersurface. If the orthog-
onality hypersurface can be moved as in the 1D case,
then such a wavefunction may be numerically tractable.
In this paper, we have provided a partial answer to the
question of what physical states are described exactly by
2D tensor networks of this form.
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Appendix B: String-Net Liquid
In this Appendix, we review the construction of the
string-net liquids and relate them to the PEPS ten-
sor used in the main text. We restrict ourselves to
isotopy-invariant and mirror-symmetric case considered
in Ref. [23], although some generalizations exist. In that
paper, string-net states were introduced to characterize
various topological orders in 2+1D models. Many-body
states are defined on a trivalent lattice with degrees of
freedom on the edges. Each edge has an oriented string
on it. The global string-net wavefunction is a weighted
superposition of configurations of strings
|Ψ〉 =
∑
X
Φ(X)|X〉 (B1)
where X refer to different configurations of strings and
Φ(X) is a function from configurations to complex num-
bers. The following input information is necessary to
define the function Φ(X) by defining the relationships
between different configurations of strings.
1. String Types: Each edge carries one of N+1 pos-
sible strings numbered s = 1 . . . N or no string at
all, numbered s = 0. Strings are generally oriented
so that i∗ denotes a string oriented opposite i. A
string is unoriented if i = i∗.
2. Quantum Dimension: Each string type s has a
value ds > 0 associated to it, termed the “quantum
dimension”. The total quantum dimension D is
defined as D = ∑s d2s.
3. Branching: Not all configurations of strings are
valid. One constraint on configurations that may
appear are determined by which strings may meet
at a vertex. These are referred to as “branching
rules” or “fusion constraints”, indicated by a sym-
bol δijk which is 0 if strings ijk are forbidden from
meeting at a vertex or 1 if permitted. By defi-
nition, fusion constraints are invariant under per-
mutation of indices or switching the orientation of
three strings at once. We assume they satisfy the
following associativity constraint:∑
e
δabe∗δecd =
∑
f
δafd∗δbcf∗ (B2)
4. F symbols: The F -symbol is a six-index tensor
describing how to recouple a string-net configura-
tion. It defines how coefficients in the many body
wavefunction Φ(X) differ between two configura-
tions X and X ′ which differ by a local recoupling
of strings. In Eq. B3 below, we mean that Φ(X) for
configuration X on the LHS is related to Φ(X ′) for
a set of configurations X ′ parameterized by index
n on the RHS.
i
j k
l
m
= ΣnF
ijm
kln
i
j k
l
n
(B3)
The quantum dimension is also encoded in the F -
symbol as ds = 1/|F ss∗0ss∗0 |. We define the quantity
`s = 1/F
ss∗0
ss∗0 which may be negative and vs =
√
`s
which may be complex. By definition, we have∑
c
δabc∗`c = `a`b (B4)
We now summarize properties of F -symbols used
throughout the main text. The F -symbols obey a re-
lation referred to as the pentagon equation
N∑
n=0
Fmlqkp∗nF
jip
mns∗F
js∗n
lkr = F
jip
q∗kr∗F
riq∗
mls∗ (B5)
and may be chosen to satisfy the normalization
F ijkj∗i∗0 =
vk
vivj
δijk (B6)
They can be shown to obey a tetrahedral symmetry prop-
erty:
F ijmkln = F
jim
lkn∗ = F
lkm∗
jin =
vmvn
vjvl
F imjk∗nl (B7)
The F -symbols must satisfy the following “unitarity”
condition.
F i
∗j∗m∗
k∗l∗n∗ = (F
ijm
kln )
∗ (B8)
The fact this is a unitarity condition can be seen from
the pentagon equation and by using the properties listed
above, where we set j = k∗, l = s∗ and r = 0. Then,
N∑
n=0
Fms
∗q
j∗p∗nF
jip
mns∗F
js∗n
sj∗0 = F
jip
q∗j∗0F
0iq∗
ms∗s∗
N∑
n=0
F j
∗p∗q∗
msn∗ F
jpi
m∗s∗n = δp,iδjipδsqm
N∑
n=0
(F jpqm∗s∗n)
∗F jpim∗s∗n = δp,iδjipδsqm (B9)
where we used tetrahedral symmetry and normalization
to go to the second line and Eq. B8 to go to the third
line. Therefore the “unitarity condition” indeed imply
that F ijmkln is a unitary matrix when viewed as a matrix
with indices m,n.
We also note the following equality holds as a result of
Eqs. B6 and B5.
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FIG. 19. Thickened honeycomb lattice. Physical degrees of
freedom are situated on the black edges. Each plaquette car-
ries an internal loop carrying a string.
∑
c
δabc∗dc = dadb (B10)
To understand these states as well as construct their
tensors, we begin with a thickened honeycomb lattice in
which in addition to the original edges, every hexagonal
face contains an additional internal loop as in Fig. 19 as
in Ref. [31]. Although the final wavefunction is defined
on the original honeycomb lattice, we can construct it
by first creating a superposition of internal loops. The
internal loops are then coupled to the degrees of freedom
on the original honeycomb lattice using F -moves. First,
define the operator Bp associated to plaquette p:
Bp =
N∑
s=0
`s
DB
s
p (B11)
where Bsp creates a string of type s on plaquette p. The
operator Bp then creates a superposition of strings on
the internal loop at plaquette p. The wavefunction on
the internal loops is then defined by starting with |0〉,
the state where all internal loops are the 0-string:
|Ψloops〉 =
∏
p
Bp|0〉 ∼
∑
~s
(∏
i
`si
)
|~s〉 (B12)
The wavefunction defined on the edges of the original
honeycomb lattice is obtained by fusing the loops on both
sides of each edge according to Eq. B3 as in Fig. 20. We
use this prescription to construct a tensor for each vertex,
depicted as triangles in Fig. 4 (b). The resulting tensor
in the bulk takes the form
T iαβγjk =
√
vivj
vk
F iα
∗β
γjk δαγ∗kδβ∗γjδα∗βi (B13)
The tensor on the other sublattice is obtained similarly,
and they are related by complex conjugation:
i j
k
β
α γ
(a)
i j
k
β
α γ
(b)
i j
k
(c)
FIG. 20. Schematic for obtaining string-net wavefunction via
F -moves. (a) Bsp on each plaquette surrounding the vertex
has placed a loop of types α, β, γ. (b) F -move is applied to
couple internal loops on the plaquettes to strings on the edges.
(c) The remaining bubble is eliminated.
T lασγmk =
√
vlvm
vk
F l
∗ασ∗
γ∗m∗k∗δαγ∗kδσ∗γmδα∗σl (B14)
Tensors along the edge of the system (the outermost
tensors in Fig. 4 (b)) may be similarly derived. The edge
tensors amount to adding different factors of vi depend-
ing on where on the edge it is (e.g. corners and edges
carry different factors of vi).
Appendix C: Relations of F -symbols
The input data used to define a string-net model de-
fined in App. B is closely related to the algebraic data
specifying a unitary fusion category (UFC). In the main
text, we have studied the string-net models as first pro-
posed in Ref. [23], which obey additional properties be-
yond those of the most general UFC. The language and
rules of the original string-nets of Levin and Wen and
those of general UFCs are therefore slightly different,
and in this Appendix, we sketch how properties of the
F -symbols used to define Levin-Wen string-net models
correspond to properties of the F -symbols that define
their corresponding UFCs. We emphasize again that
these properties may not hold for the most general UFCs.
Levin and Wen’s string-nets obey strict rotational and
isotopy invariance and correspond to some strict subset
of all UFCs. This appendix assumes familiarity with no-
tations and definitions in UFC literature, so we refer the
reader to Ref. [35] for an introduction to the UFC frame-
work.
For every Levin-Wen F -symbol, we define a corre-
sponding UFC F -symbol as follows:
[F abcd ]ef = F
b∗a∗e
dc∗f (C1)
These are the ordinary, unbent F -symbols of the UFC.
We discuss bent versions below. Next, branching rules
correspond to fusion constraints as
N c
∗
ab = N
b∗
ac = N
a∗
bc = δabc (C2)
These identifications allow us to immediately find sev-
eral identities for the UFC F -symbols [F abcd ]ef using
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properties from App. B. First, we recover the well-known
UFC version of the pentagon equation:
[F pcde ]qr[F
abr
e ]ps =
∑
x
[F abcq ]px[F
axd
e ]qs[F
bcd
s ]xr (C3)
Next, unitarity of the ordinary (unbent) F -symbols
within the subspaces allowed by fusion constraints may
be seen from the orthonormality of the string-net recou-
pling moves:
∑
f
[
F abcd
]
ef
[
F abcd
]∗
e′f =
∑
f
F b
∗a∗e
dc∗f (F
b∗a∗e′
dc∗f )
∗ (C4)
= δe,e′δb∗a∗eδced∗ (C5)
= δe,e′N
e
abN
d
ce (C6)
The next two properties may not hold for general UFCs.
First, the tetrahedral symmetries from Eq. B7 are trans-
lated as follows:
[F abcd ]ef = [F
bad∗
c∗ ]ef∗ = [F
d∗cb
a∗ ]e∗f (C7)
The second equality in Eq. B7 immediately yields a mir-
ror symmetry:
[Fαijγ ]βk = [F
γ∗ji
α∗ ]β∗k (C8)
Lastly, we can show that bent F -symbols satisfy a uni-
tarity condition similar to Eq. C6:∑
e
[
F abcd
]
ef
[
F abcd
]∗
ef ′ =
∑
e
de
√
dfdf ′
dadd
[
F cebf
]∗
ad
[
F cebf
]
ad
=
∑
e
de
√
dfdf ′
dadd
(F e
∗c∗a
fb∗d )
∗F e
∗c∗a
f ′b∗d
=
∑
e
(F b
∗a∗f
cde∗ )
∗F b
∗a∗f ′
cde∗
= δf,f ′δb∗a∗fδc∗d∗f
= δf,f ′N
f
abN
f
cd (C9)
where it is important to recall that vi =
√
`i may be
complex. Non-trivial Frobenius-Schur indicators do not
cause a problem, as vi × v∗i = di [35].
Appendix D: Constructing the A-symbols
In this appendix, we show in detail how to construct
the A-symbols Aijmkln defined to satisfy the properties in
Eq. 12 in the main text, which we repeat here for conve-
nience:
F ijmkln = A
ijm
kln δijmδklm∗
N∑
n=0
(Aijmkln )
∗Aijm
′
kln = δm,m′
(D1)
We first fix i, j, k, l. Due to fusion constraints, there is
a limited choices for m,n that gives nonzero F ijmkln . We
can count the number of those indices as follows.
δijkl
def
=
∑
m
δijmδklm∗ =
∑
n
δilnδjkn∗ (D2)
where the second equality is guaranteed by the associa-
tivity of the fusion constraints. We permute indices for
m and n such that the first δijkl indices satisfy the fusion
constraints. Then, seen as a matrix in m and n, F ijmkln has
the following structure as a result of Eq. 8 and Eq. 10.
F ijmkln =
[
F ijkl 0
0 0
]
(D3)
where F ijkl is a δijkl×δijkl unitary matrix that corresponds
to the nonzero part of F ijmkln . In order to make this into
a full rank unitary matrix, we populate the bottom right
by an identity matrix as in the following:
Aijmkln =
[
F ijkl 0
0 I
]
(D4)
This matrix is unitary in the full, unconstrained
space. By construction, we have Aijmkln δijmδklm∗ =
Aijmkln δilnδjkn∗ = F
ijm
kln , so this A-symbol satisfies the
properties of Eq. 12.
1. N = 1 string model
We will look at the simplest string-net model, which
only has a vacuum string (0) and one non-trivial string
(1). The corresponding fusion constraints are given by
δ000 = δ110 = 1 (D5)
Other combinations of indices that are not permutations
of the above two are all zero. The F -symbols are trivial
and given by the product of fusion constraints:
F ijmkln = δijmδklm∗δilnδjkn∗ (D6)
The resulting string-net model is known to produce the
toric code Hamiltonian [23].
To construct the full-rank tensors for the toric code, we
fix the values of i, j, k, l and look at the resulting matrices.
For concreteness, we will look at two choices of i, j, k, l:
F 00m00n =
[
1 0
0 0
]
, F 01m00n =
[
0 0
0 0
]
, (D7)
where matrices on the right hand side are labeled by
string-types in the order 0, 1. The corresponding entries
of the full rank tensor Aijmkln are then given by
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A00m00n =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, A01m00n =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, (D8)
where we used red to indicate which entries were changed
from the original F -symbol.
2. The Ising anyon model
As a more non-trivial example, we look at the Ising
string-net model. The model has two non-trivial string
types, 12 , 1, in addition to the vacuum string 0. Non-zero
fusion constraints are given by
δ000 = δ110 = δ 1
2
1
2 0
= δ 1
2
1
2 1
= 1 (D9)
and their permutations. Some of the F -symbols are given
by
F
1
2
1
2m
1
2
1
2n
=
 1√2 1√2 01√
2
− 1√
2
0
0 0 0
 , F 12 1m1
2 1n
=
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 , (D10)
where matrix indices on the right are ordered as 0, 1, 12 .
The corresponding entries of the full rank tensor are given
by
A
1
2
1
2m
1
2
1
2n
=
 1√2 1√2 01√
2
− 1√
2
0
0 0 1
 , A 12 1m1
2 1n
=
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 (D11)
Appendix E: Isometric Tensor for Abelian
String-Net
In this section, we show that the isometric tensor con-
struction can be generalized to abelian models that were
not covered in original string-net construction of Ref.
[23]. In particular, this construction captures all mod-
els given in [24].
Let us first review what we mean by an abelian string-
net model. An abelian string-net model satisfies the fol-
lowing condition: given two string types a, b, there is only
one string type c such that δabc = 1. As a consequence,
da = 1 for all string types. We also require |F iαβγjk | = 1
when it satisfies fusion constraints, so as to ensure uni-
tarity.
Now, consider a tensor of the form
F˜ iαβγjk = N iαβγjk F iαβγjk (E1)
where |N | = 1 is a phase and F is the F -symbol for
some abelian string-net model. The tensor network rep-
resentation for Levin-Wen string-net [23] as well as its
generalizations [24] can be put in this form. This defines
a triangular tensor as found in Fig. 6. As in the main
text, we need to “strip off” the fusion constraints such
that the resulting tensor becomes isometric. Since there
are three isometry directions, we need to define three six-
index objects, A, B, and C. These are generalizations of
the A-symbols in the main text and satisfy the following
conditions:
∑
k
AiαβγjkA
iαβ′
γjk = δβ,β′ , F
iαβ
γjk = A
iαβ
γjkδiαβδγjβ∗ (E2)
∑
j
BiαβγjkB
iα′β
γjk = δα,α′ , F
iαβ
γjk = B
iαβ
γjkδiαβδαγk∗ (E3)
∑
i
CiαβγjkC
iαβ
γ′jk = δγ,γ′ , F
iαβ
γjk = C
iαβ
γjk δγjβ∗δαγk∗ (E4)
where we ignored N since it is just a phase and does
not affect unitarity. Note that we only needed the A-
symbols in the main text, since we could change isometry
directions using tetrahedral symmetry. Here, we do not
assume the symmetry exists, and instead rely on the fact
that we are dealing with abelian string-net.
For concreteness, we focus on constructing a full-rank
tensor C. In the spirit of App. D, we fix four indices
α, j, β, k and look at the matrix in terms of i, γ. Since
we are dealing with abelian string-net F -symbols, there
is at most one choice of i, γ that gives nonzero F -symbol.
Therefore, after appropriate permutation of indices, the
matrix takes one of the following two forms.
F iαβγjk =
[
eiθαβjk 0
0 0
]
, F iαβγjk =
[
0 0
0 0
]
(E5)
where θαβjk is a real number that depends on four in-
dices, and bottom-right corner of the matrix is a N ×N
square matrix. It is then straightforward to construct the
full-rank tensor:
Ciαβγjk =
[
eiθαβjk 0
0 I
]
, Ciαβγjk =
[
1 0
0 I
]
(E6)
The other two directions go similarly. Note that N = 1
string model in App. D 1 is a special case of this con-
struction. This construction proves the triangular tensor
can be put in an isometric form in any direction. The
proof of the isometry for a unit cell immediately follows
by using the argument in Fig. 14.
Appendix F: Entanglement spectrum
In this section, we calculate the entanglement spec-
trum of the string-net liquid by using the isometric form.
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Our starting point is Fig. 12. Here we have four regions
with different isometry directions and a orthogonality hy-
persurface. Note that the orthogonality hypersurface has
physical indices coming out of it. In order to calculate
the entanglement spectrum, however, it is better to col-
lapse the orthogonality hypersurface to a line such that
it only has ancilla indices coming out of it. This can be
done by contracting physical indices of the orthogonality
hypersurface. The resulting “slim” orthogonality hyper-
surface is given in Fig. 21 (a). This is a boundary between
four regions. In order to calculate bipartite entanglement
spectrum, we can trace out unnecessary boundaries by
using the relationship in Fig. 21 (b). The result is given
in (c). This is already in a diagonal form, and contracting
this with its complex conjugate gives the density matrix.
Remembering to take the fusion constraints into account,
the density matrix is given by
ρ =
∑
{q},{s}
(∏
i
dqi
)
δq0q1s1δs1q2s2 ...δsN−1qNqN+1
× |{q}, {s}〉〈{q}, {s}| (F1)
where {q} labels physical legs and {s} label ancilla legs.
This result agrees with the one in [36], and thus provides
a non-trivial consistency check on our isometric tensor
construction.
Appendix G: Finite-depth Circuit
In this Appendix, we provide a brief analytical jus-
tification for considering wavefunctions which may be
transformed into string-net wavefunctions by quantum
circuits of finite depth. In particular, we make precise
the common association of local adiabatic evolution with
transformation by a circuit of constant depth.
First we set up some notations. We consider a many-
body time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) defined on a set
of degrees of freedom Λ, each with a Hilbert space Cd,
associated to the vertices of a lattice. Λ is equipped
with a distance. Distances between degrees of free-
dom i and j are denoted dist(i, j), and distances be-
tween subsets X,Y ⊂ Λ are defined as dist(X,Y ) =
mini∈X,j∈Y dist(i, j). The diameter of a set X is de-
fined as diam(X) = maxi,j∈X dist(i, j). Every set X with
diam(X) = 1 has |X| = O(1) (constant density of degrees
of freedom). If an operator acts nontrivially on degrees
of freedom in a set X, it is simply said to act on a set X.
The support of an operator O is the smallest set Y ⊂ Λ
such that for Λ \Y , O acts as the identity. We consider
local time-dependent HamiltoniansH(t), i.e. those which
may be written as
H(t) =
∑
X
hX(t) (G1)
where hX(t) are terms supported on subsets X ⊂ Λ such
that diam(X) ≤ 1. This guarantees geometric locality
of the Hamiltonian. Finally, as we concentrate on time-
dependent Hamiltonians, UH(t) is defined by satisfying
i∂tUH(t) = H(t)UH(t):
UH(t) = T exp
(
−i
∫ t
0
H(t′)dt′
)
(G2)
where T is the time-ordering operator. Below we con-
centrate on a local observable OY supported on a set Y ,
and the O(·) notation used will carry its usual definition
but will additionally suppress factors of t, as this is fixed
by the quasiadiabatic evolution.
We first recall the standard definition of quantum
phases:
Definition 1 (Phases of gapped Hamiltonians). Two lo-
cal, gapped Hamiltonians H0 and H1 are in the same
phase if there exists a smooth sequence of Hamiltonians
H(t) parameterized by a parameter t such that H(0) =
H0, H(1) = H1, and H(t) is local and gapped for all t.
Phases of quantum states which are the ground states
of local, gapped Hamiltonians are defined similarly. In
Ref. [33] it was shown that adiabatic evolution of a state
may be locally approximated by a local, time-dependent
Hamiltonian:
Lemma 1 (Quasi-adiabatic Evolution [33]). If |ψ0〉 and
|ψ1〉 are in the same phase, then for any local observ-
able OY and error  there exists a smoothly varying local,
time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) such that:
|〈ψ1|OY |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|U†H(1)OY UH(1)|ψ0〉| ≤ ||OY || (G3)
The locality of the Hamiltonian depends on the thresh-
old  and the set Y . We now translate this approximation
into a circuit of finite-depth and state the main result of
this Appendix.
Theorem 1. If |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉 are in the same phase,
then for any local observable OY and error  there exists
an O(1)-depth local quantum circuit Uc such that
|〈ψ1|OY |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|U†cOY Uc|ψ0〉| ≤ ||OY || (G4)
and O(·) refers to system-size dependence and suppresses
time dependence.
This justifies the use of finite-depth circuits to charac-
terize the phase diagram of string-net liquids. To prove
this, we work in the Heisenberg picture and prove two
approximation lemmas. The first is an application of the
Lieb-Robinson bound:
Lemma 2 (Lieb-Robinson Bound [37–39]). Let H(t) be
a local Hamiltonian and OY be an operator supported on
a set Y . Then there exist positive constants v, µ such that
for any r ≥ vt and set X with dist(X,Y ) = r,
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(a) (b)
(c)
q0q1s1 sn−1qn qn+1
FIG. 21. (a) Orthogonality hypersurface given by tracing over the physical indices of the orthogonality hypersurface in Fig. 12.
Dotted lines mean those bonds have the same value. Each set of three bonds also satisfy fusion constraints, which are not
explicitly shown in the figure. (b) Tracing over some of the degrees of freedom (circled by dashed line) brings quantum
dimensions to the neighboring bond. (c) Boundary between the top region and the bottom region. Physical legs corresponding
to physical degrees of freedom (labeled by q) carry factors of quantum dimensions while ancilla degrees of freedom (labeled by
s) do not.
OY
r
FIG. 22. Schematic representation of partition of Λ used in
Eq. G7. Set R is depicted by the blue and orange regions,
while Rc is denoted by gray. r = dist(Y,Rc).
||[OY (t), OX ]|| ≤ O(||OY ||||OX |||Y |e−µr) (G5)
where O(·) notation suppresses dependence on numerical
constants and t, which are not relevant to this analysis.
We now use the Lieb-Robinson bound to construct
piecewise time-independent approximations to the terms
in the Hamiltonian. Define the following piecewise time-
independent local term hpwX (t) for X as
hpwX (t) = hX
(bmtc
m
)
(G6)
where m is a parameter discretizing the time over the
interval 0 < t < 1. Since hX(t) is smooth, there exists a
constant pw such that for allX, t, ||hpwX (t)−hX(t)|| ≤ pw
where pw depends on m (ultimately, the depth of the
circuit).
Let OY be a local observable supported on a set Y and
consider a partition of Λ = R ∪ Rc (R ∩ Rc = ∅) such
that Y ⊂ R. This decomposition is depicted in Fig. 22,
where OY is supported in the orange region, and R is
supported in the blue and orange regions. Define the fol-
lowing partially piecewise time-independent Hamiltonian
HR(t):
HR(t) =
∑
X⊂R
hX(t) +
∑
X:X∩Rc 6=∅
hpwX (t) (G7)
We now bound the error between evolution by H(t)
and HR(t). For conciseness, we write UH(t) as U
t
H and
suppress time-dependence of H:
||U t†HOY U tH − U t†HROY U tHR || (G8)
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
dt′∂t′U
t−t′†
H U
t′†
HR
OY U
t′
HRU
t−t′
HR
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (G9)
≤
∫ t
0
dt′||U t−t′†H [H −HR, U t
′†
HR
OY U
t′
HR ]U
t−t′
H || (G10)
=
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
X:X∩Rc 6=∅
||[hpwX − hX , U t
′†
HR
OY U
t′
HR ]|| (G11)
where triangle inequality and unitary invariance of the
norm have been used. From the last line, we apply
Lemma 2 and sum over all X to obtain that for any
t, there exists a finite value r0 such that for r ≥ r0 and
R chosen such that dist(Y,Rc) = r
||U t†HOY U tH − U t†HROY U tHR || ≤ O(||OY |||X|pwe−µr)
(G12)
Finally, we analyze the error due to approximating
terms within R by their piecewise-constant counterparts.
To do this, we use the following lemma:
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Lemma 3 (Unitary Approximation). Let A(t) and B(t)
be two time-dependent Hermitian operators such that
max
0≤t′≤t
||B(t′)−A(t′)|| ≤  (G13)
Define unitary UA(t) as in Eq. G2. Then
||UB(t)− UA(t)|| ≤ t (G14)
||UB(t)OU†B(t)− UA(t)OU†A(t)|| ≤ 2t||O|| (G15)
Proof. Define ∆(t) = U†A(t)(B(t)−A(t))UA(t) and U∆(t)
as above. Then it can be checked that U∆(t) =
U†A(t)UB(t). Now
||UB(t)− UA(t)|| = ||U∆(t)− U∆(0)|| ≤  · t (G16)
Eq. G15 follows similarly.
We now construct a completely piecewise Hamiltonian
Hpw(t):
Hpw(t) =
∑
X⊂R
hpwX (t) +
∑
X:X∩Rc 6=∅
hpwX (t) (G17)
Using Eq. G15, the error from this step is
O(||OY |||R|pw). By adjusting m, this error along
with that from Eq. G12 is reduced.
Finally, each piece of Upw(t) may be Trotterized as
Upw(t) = exp
−i∑
{S}
∑
X∈S
hpwX
n
n ≈
∏
{S}
e−iHS/n
n
(G18)
where {S} is a partition of the sets X such that X ∩
W = ∅ for all sets X 6= W within a partition S, and
HS =
∑
X∈S hX . Each HS is a local commuting Hamil-
tonian. The preceding analysis is then applied again to
the error for each Upw to see that local errors again dom-
inate. By increasing m and n, the error may be lowered
arbitrarily and independently of the system size, up to
the error set by the choice of H(t) in the original quasia-
diabatic evolution. The total depth of the circuit then is
mn|{S}|, independent of system size. The main theorem
is thus proved. We conclude with some comments. For
brevity, we have concentrated on strictly local Hamilto-
nians. However, this analysis may be extended to Hamil-
tonians satisfying more general locality criteria. It may
also be important to understand the errors arising for
other operators, such as correlation functions and string
operators.
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